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1. Safety precautions
In this manual, the safety reminding items can be divided into three grades according to
the seriousness of the injury; it will be remarked in each chapter and section, the
operator should watch very carefully.
It means: Serious injury or death will occur if the
rules are not followed.
It means: Serious injury or death might occur if the
rules are not followed.
It means: Possible personnel injury or machine
damage might occur if the rules are not
followed.
For example:
•(Rules for avoiding the accidents)
•(Rules for avoiding the accidents)
•(Rules for avoiding the accidents)
•(Rules for avoiding the accidents)
☆ •(Rules for avoiding the accidents)

☆

☆ (Please refer to related chapter and section of the manual)
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1.1 Precautions
《 Before the operation of the machine, please read carefully the safety and
environmental protection precautions.》
The planning and designing of machine by our company is based on the principle of
easiest and safest operation to the user.
The importance of safety standards and procedures are worth of repeated
descriptions so that the user will pay attention to it and acquire safety and health
guarantee; finally, the recycling of environmental protection resource can be fully
implemented.
We strongly suggest that the manager of the factory should request the personnel in
the maintenance department and the user of machine should read the following
safety and environmental protection items carefully before the use and maintenance
of the machine. (＊: means the safety item, □: means the environmental protection
item)
＊ Untrained and unauthorized personnel are not allowed to operate, maintain or
check this machine.
＊ Before the operation or maintenance, please read carefully the manual and
make sure all the directions are well understood.
＊ If correct utilization method is not completely understood, please consult your
manager.
＊ When the situation of this machine is not well understood, please do not use the
machine to avoid any accident.
＊ When any occurred trouble that can not be solved by the description of the
manual, please contact the distributor.
＊ Please do not use this machine at the environment that might cause gas
explosion.
□ It is prohibited to process flammable materials (low flash point) (For example,
Mg, wood, graphite and plastic, etc.), to avoid fire accident, please clean the
swarf at any time.
□ This machine can be processed materials include cast iron, steel, copper and
Al; meanwhile, processing such as milling, drilling or tapping.
＊ The electric part of this machine is designed based on the EN60204-1.
＊ Please make sure that the foundation is very stable at the location where the
machine is placed.
＊ Please make sure all kinds of adjustment and calibration for the machine have
been completed.
＊ Please make sure appropriate grounding has been made for the machine.
＊ Please make sure there is enough light around the peripheral of the machine
and make sure the floor is dry.
＊ Please understand clearly all the locations of the emergency stop button.
＊ Please do not remove any safety warning or operation instruction labels on the
machine.
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□ Please do not use toxic or flammable liquid as cleaning solvent or coolant.
□ Please do not place chemical or flammable material to the neighborhood of

electric cabinet or control panel.
＊ Please do not use hand, tool or accessory device to reduce or stop the machine
speed.
＊ Please do not used any interlock or overloading or safety device to the
neighborhood of the machine power supply.
＊ Before the start of the machine, please confirm the machine integrity and the
complete removal of malfunction factor.
＊ Before the start of the machine, please replacement bad fixture and locking
loose part.
＊ Before the start of the machine, please remove any items on the machine that
are not used, which is especially true after the maintenance.
＊ Before the start of the machine, please check the coolant capacity.
＊ After the start of the machine, please check the hydraulic fluid capacity in the
hydraulic system; make sure the pressure is enough and the indication lamp is
normal.
＊ After the start of the machine, please check that the pressure of the
compressed air is enough and the indication lamp is normal.
＊ During the operation, please confirm first the reference point returning of the
machine to avoid the over-travel
＊ During the operation, please make sure the normal operation of all functions to
ensure the processing quality.
＊ During the operation, if any abnormity occurs, please record the operation step
to facilitate the release of the abnormity.
□ During the loading and unloading of the workpiece, please wear safety shoes
and wear gloves to avoid injury of the body.
□ During the loading and unloading of the workpiece, please watch the sharp
edges of the object to be processed and tool to avoid any cutting injury.
□ During the loading and unloading of the workpiece, it is prohibited to use hand
or compressed air to clean the machine; please use cleaning tool.
＊ Before the processing, please check if the tool is correct and well fastened and
is placed at the right position.
＊ Before the processing, please check if the reference and position of the
workpiece is correct; please make sure it is well fastened too.
＊ Before the processing, please confirm if the program is completely edited and
the parameter and switch are well set.
＊ Before the processing, please make a no load running to ensure the
correctness of the program, which is especially true for a new program
.□ Before the processing, please make sure all the guards are well shut and well
fastened.
□ During the operation, it is prohibited to open safety guards to avoid swarf

contamination and body injury.
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＊ During the operation, it is prohibited to load and unload workpiece in the
machine to avoid the occurrence of injury or death.
＊ During the operation, it is prohibited to check the machining dimension or
machined surface to avoid the occurrence of injury or death.
＊ During the operation, it is prohibited to remove the swarf on the workpiece to
avoid the occurrence of injury or death.
＊ During the operation, if malfunction occurs, please use the malfunction display
on the screen to diagnose.
＊ If the machine is inappropriately used or the use exceeds its capability, the
machine will be damaged or the personnel will be injured.
□ When abnormity occurs on the machine, please stop the machine and record
the situation at that time:
For example, noise, vibration, sound, smoke, heat and part of the component
that is damaged.
□ During the processing, please wear face mask, steel helmet and safety goggles
in case hazardous
＊ When the machine is started after a long term rest, please check if the tools and
workpiece are well fastened.
＊ During the unloading of the workpiece, cleaning of the machine table , the
replace of the hydraulic fluid or the maintenance and repair, if the hand is
possibly injured, please wear gloves.
＊ During the loading or unloading of the workpiece , please do not wear the
gloves to avoid misoperation .
＊ When operating the machine on the operation panel, cleaning the spiral
conveyor and Swarf/chip conveyor, please do not wear gloves, scarf and clothes
that is too loose to avoid the misoperation.
＊ Unapproved or non-recognized service personnel are not allowed to
disassemble the component and electric equipment.
＊ Before the check or maintenance of the machine, please shut off the main
power supply to avoid electric shock.
＊ Before the shutoff of the power supply , please do not open and touch the
internal side of the control panel or electric cabinet
＊ Anyone who has wet hands or is standing on a wet site, please do not touch the
electric equipment.
＊ Please watch the warning words on the labels around the machine or tool to
avoid the occurrence of accident.
＊ Please use tool of appropriate size and form; it is prohibited to use broken or
bad tool.
＊ Please use PU-hammer to knock; before the disassembly of the components,
please clean the tool.
＊ After the release of the cause for the burning of the fuse, please change
according to the spec specified by the original manufacturer.
＊ When operating personnel are trapped inside the machine, please call
someone for help, please also use ladder to leave the machine table
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□ To act in accordance with the environmental protection, please do the waste

disposal well (For example, the rag, oil and cooling).
□ To reduce the waste of resource, please make appropriate recycling on
recyclable objects (ex:swarf…etc.).
□ If there is accidental leak on the oil, please use wooden dregs and rag for

recycling.
□ If any machine is to be rejected, it is suggested to be sold in second hand
machine or to be disassembled for recycling to meet the requirements of the
local environmental protection law.
＊ Description of the meaning of the color of the panel indicator lamp:
Color

Meaning

Red

Urgent

Explanation
It is activated at dangerous
or urgent situation

(CE spec)

Example
The triggering of emergency
stop or emergency function
It displays the abnormal
situation of different parts of the
machine.

Yellow Abnormal

It is activated under
abnormal situation

Green Normal

It is activated under safe
It displays the situation of
situation or under prepared
different parts of the machine.
situation.

White

No specific
meaning

For general control use

＊ Descriptions of the meaning of the color of the three-color lamp of the machine:
(CE spec)
Color Meaning Explanation
Red

Urgent

Emergency
situation

Abnormal
situation or
Yellow Abnormal close to
critical
situation
Green Safe

Normal
situation

Operator’s action
The immediate action
to handle the
emergency situation

Example
When it is started, the red
indicator lamp will flash for
three seconds.

Monitor and/or
interference

The jump-off of protective
device when pressure/
temperature exceeds normal
limit.

Selection

It is allowed for continuous
operation when pressure/
temperature is within normal
limit.

＊ Description of the machine utilization lifetime:
8 hrs × 5.5 days × 45 weeks × 10 years = 19800 hrs
Under normal situation and without the replacement of components (not
including the consumptive components), the normal life of the machine can be
as high as 19800 hrs.
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＊ The temperature and humidity when this machine is encased and stored are as
in the followings:
1. Ambient temperature of the machine: -25∘C 〜 55∘C (Within 24 hours, it
can resist up to 70∘C)
2. Humidity: 30 % 〜 95% RH.
3. Environment: It can not be placed in environment with excessive dust, acidic
gas, corrosive gas or salt.
＊ The machine can be operated under the following conditions:
1. Stable voltage: 0.9 〜 1.1 nominal voltage.
2. Continuous nominal frequency: 0.9 〜 1.01 nominal frequency.
3. Ambient temperature: 5∘C 〜 40∘C.
4. Humidity: 30 % 〜 95% RH.
5. The electric equipment can be correctly operated with height above sea
level and below 1000 meters.
6. Environment: It should not be placed in environment with too much dusts,
too much acid gas or corrosive gas or salty environment.
7. Please avoid the direct exposure to sunlight or radiation.
8. Avoid abnormal vibration.
9. Machine should be electrically grounded.
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1.2 Label description
To ensure the safety of the work personnel and the smooth operation of the machine,
different kinds of labels are pasted at appropriate locations of this machine to remind
the work personnel to watch the safety as shown in the following figure. The person
who is in charge of the operation and maintenance of this machine should follow
strictly the precautions indicated on the label.

Figure 1-1 Risk of electric shock

Figure 1-2 Protection door warning

Figure 1-3 Slippery warning
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Figure 1-4 Cutting injury warning

Figure 1-5 Twisting and jarring injury warning

Figure 1-6 ATC Door shut-off warning
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Figure 1-7 No stamping on moving chip conveyor

Figure 1-8 No Stamping-on
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Safety precautions
____________________________________________________________
1. Please understand first the correct operation method and safety
procedures of this machine before you start the machine,
otherwise, it is prohibited to use this machine.
2. Untrained personnel are not allowed to operate and maintain this
machine.
3. Please watch the reminding items in the label frequently. It is
prohibited to tear off or damage the label.
4. Operating personnel should know the position of the emergency
stop button and how to use it.
5. Please stay away from the machine while it is in operation. It is
prohibited to put your head and hand within the travel of the
machine.
6. Please wear appropriate work suit (Including safety shoes, safety
helmet and safety goggle, etc.) for loading and unloading work
piece or for doing maintenance job.
7. Make sure the tool is well installed and the workpiece is well
fastened, and check any situation that interferes with machine
movement can not occur.
8. Make sure the machine is off before maintenance .
9. When the machine is in processing process and not monitored, it is
suggested to use cooant to reduce spark and to avoid fire accident.
10. When the machine is in operation, operating personnel are
prohibited to stand above it.
11. Any personnel are not allowed to enter the bridge.
12. Before automatic operation, please close the left and right
protection door ; do not open the protection door during the
processing process.
If the above precautions are not followed, serious accident and injury
might easily be induced.
If safety precautions or operation procedures are not clear, please
contact the distributor immediately.
Figure 1-9 Safety precaution label
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2. Introduction to the machine
2.1 Introduction to machine design and structure（BL-S）
The main parts of this machine include the machine bed, machine table, column,
saddle, spindle head, twin counter-balance system and automatic tool changer
system; when all the parts are designed, long term precision sustaining and cutting
usability should be considered. The names of all the parts of this machine are as
shown inFigure 2-1.
1. Machine bed
It is a high class cast iron made from one piece casting, which can resist heavy
weight and provide good rigidity
2. Column
The structure of Column is designed and analyzed by a computer to get an
optimal rigidity. It is high class cast iron. It is connected to the base to get a
maximum contact area so as to ensure optimal accuracy and endurance.
3. Machine table
The rotary table is driven by an AC servo motor conducted with gear. It is of high
class cast iron with structure robust enough to take workpiece of 10,000kg.
(Please refer the spec table of each machine model).
4. Spindle
Boring spindle diameter（QUILL）  120mm. high cutting force and high rigidity.
5. Automatic tool change system
Tool magazine has a capacity of 40 tools with very fast tool selection and
change.
Before the operation of this machine, operator should understand the mobile
mechanism and direction of this machine and should know correct operation
position.
Please refer to Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 for safe and correct use.
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Figure 2-1 Illustration of names of parts in a machine
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Column
Spindle head
Spindle housing
Operating room
Operator moveable stand
X axial bed
Operator door
Z axial bed
Conveyor motor
X axial carriage

NO.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2-2

Name
Rotary table
Rotary table base
Coolant tank
Chip collector bucket
Chip conveyor
X axial stand for tool magazine
Electric cabinet
Tool magazine

BL-S/FM Machine Manual 2. Introduction to the machine

Guideway for ATC arm pick
Spindle up&down,Y axis
Spindle in&out,W axis
Column&Carriage L&R movement,X axis

Operation door movement
Rotary table indexing,B axis
Table For.&Rev. move,Zaxis

Figure 2-2 Illustration of mobile parts in a machine

POS1：Operation panel
POS2：Tool magazine panel
POS3：Conveyor operation panel
Figure 2-3 Illustration of the position of operator
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2.2 Introduction to the machine（BL-FM）
The main parts of this machine include the machine bed, machine table, column,
saddle, spindle head, twin counter-balance system and automatic tool changer
system; when all the parts are designed, long term precision sustaining and cutting
usability should be considered. The names of all the parts of this machine are as
shown in Figure 2-4.
1.

Machine bed
It is a high class cast iron made from one piece casting, which can resist heavy
weight and provide good rigidity

2.

Column
The structure of Column is designed and analyzed by a computer to get an
optimal rigidity. It is high class cast iron. It is connected to the base to get a
maximum contact area so as to ensure optimal accuracy and endurance.

3.

Machine table
The rotary table is driven by an AC servo motor conducted with gear. It is of high
class cast iron with structure robust enough to take workpiece of 10,000kg.
(Please refer the spec table of each machine model).

4.

Spindle
Ram（480x470mm）. high cutting force and high rigidity.

5.

Automatic tool change system
Tool magazine has a capacity of 40 tools with very fast tool selection and
change.

Before the operation of this machine, operator should understand the mobile
mechanism and direction of this machine and should know correct operation
position.
Please refer to Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 for safe and correct use
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of names of parts in a machine
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Column
Spindle head
Spindle housing
Operating room
Operator moveable stand
X axial bed
Operator door
Z axial bed
Rotary table
Rotary table base

NO.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2-5

Name
Coolant tank
Chip conveyor
X axial stand for tool magazine
Tool magazine
Electric cabinet
Ladder
Safety switch
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Guideway for ATC arm pick
Spindle up&down,Y axis

Operation room door

Spindle in&out,W axis
Column&Carriage L&R movement,X axis
Rotary table indexing,B axis

Operation door movement

Table For.&Rev. move,Z axis

Figure 2-5 Illustration of mobile parts in a machine

POS1：Operation panel。
POS2：Tool magazine panel。
POS3：Conveyor operation panel。
Figure 2-6 Illustration of the position of operator
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2.3 Coordinate system
2.3.1 Machine Coordinate system
The coordinate system used in this machine is Cartesian coordinate with definition
of each axis as in the following：
Operator stands at the operation position and faces to the machine：
X axis：The left and right movement direction of the column is X axis; when the
column moves to the left, it is of positive direction, and to the right is of
negative direction.
Y axis：The upward and downward movement direction of spindle head is Y axis; the
direction for upward movement of spindle head is positive direction, the
downward movement of spindle head is negative direction.
Z axis：The forward and backward movement direction of working table is Z axis, the
forward direction of working table is positive direction and the backward
direction is negative direction.
W axis：The extension and retract movement direction of boring spindle is W axis;
the extension direction of working table is positive direction and the retract
direction is negative.
B axis：The rotate axis of Rotary table is B axis; the clockwise direction is positive
direction.

Figure 2-7 Illustration of the definition of the coordinate axis of the machine
Coordinate reference point and mechanical reference point is of the same point. The
center of spindle nose is the reference, and it is the maximum stroke of each axis
counting from the reference point.
(Please refer to section 2.4.1 machine standard and spec)
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2.3.2 Find out the table center
1. Use the standard test bar for spindle.
2. The dial gauge installs with the magnetic base in the table,and makes the
dial gauge to zero by taking test bar as the datum to move the X axis.
3. After rotating B axis of 180 degrees,take the test bar as datum,and check
the dial gauge whether is in zero.
4. Repect the step2,3 and till the dial gauge is in zero
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2.4 Machine spec
2.4.1 Machine standards and specs
※BL-18S Series(FANUC CNC)
Item
Name
1.
X axis Travel
2.* Y axis Travel
3.* Z axis Travel
4.
Distance between spindle nose to table center
5.
Distance between spindle center to table surface
6.
W axis Travel
7.
Boring spindle diameter (quill)
8.
Table size
9.* Indexable degree
10. Maximum table load caoacity
Spindle motor (cont./30 min.rating)
11.
(FANUCα22/7000i)
12. Spindle speed
13. Spindle transmission (auto)
14. Taper of spindle inner hole
15. Tool clamping force
16. Type of tool shank
17. Type of pull stud
18. Rapid Feedrate（X axis）
（Y axis）
（Z axis）
（W axis）
（B axis）
19. Cutting feedrate
20. Tool magazine capacity
21. Max. tool diameter/adjacent pocket empty
22. Max. tool length
23. Max. tool weight
24. Tool change time (tool to tool)
Positioning accuracy
25.
(JISB6338)（enconder –standard ）

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

32.

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
degree
kg

BL2018S
2,000
1,800
1,300
885
0
600
120
1,800 x 1,600
0.001
10,000

BL3018S
3,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BL4018S
4,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

kw(HP)

22/25(25/33.5)

=

=

10-2400
2
7/24
kg
1800
BT50
MAS403P50T-1(45°)
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
5,000
rpm
1.4
mm/min
1 - 5,000
set
40
mm
125/250
mm
400
kg
25
sec
13
±0.010/
mm
full stroke
P=0.016/
(VDI/DGQ 3441)（enconder –standard）
mm
full travel
Repeatability (JISB6338)（enconder –standard）mm
±0.003
(VDI/DGQ 3441) （enconder –standard）
mm
Ps=0.012
Coolant tank capacity
liter
400
2
Pump pressure of the coolant (Max.)
kgf/cm
2.7
l/min
Pump flow rate of the coolant (Max.)
60
Pump horsepower of the coolant tank
HP
0.7
Central lubricating unit capacity
liter
4.6
2
Pneumatic pressure requirement (Min.)
kg/cm
5~8(5)
Power requirement
Vac
220±10%
kVA
70
phase
3
Hz
50/60
Floor area occupied by the machine（X axis） mm(About）
6,690
（Z axis）
mm(About）
7,120

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

=

P=0.020/
full travel
=
Ps=0.015
480
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
7,630
=

P=0.025/
full travel
=
Ps=0.018
560
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
8,920
=

rpm
G.S
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Item
Name
Unit
mm(About）
33. Machine height (Min.)
mm(About）
(Max.)
mm(About）
34. Machine weight
35. Rotary table Rotation torque
kgm
Max. dimension of the workpiece
36.
(Tool length 350mm)
Length（X axis）mm
Width（Z axis）mm
Height（Y axis）mm

BL2018S
4,460
---------30,000
1000

BL3018S
=
---------34,000
=

BL4018S
=
---------38,000
=

1,800
1,600
1,800

=
=
=

=
=
=

Note: *means there is other option spec, = means it is the same as the spec on the left, ------ means this spec is not certain
yet.
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※BL-24S Series(FANUC CNC)
Item
Name
1.
X axis Travel
2.* Y axis Travel
3.* Z axis Travel
4.
Distance between spindle nose to table center
5.
Distance between spindle center to table surface
6.
W axis Travel
7.
Boring spindle diameter (quill)
8.
Table size
9.* Indexable degree
10. Maximum table load caoacity
11. Spindle motor (cont./30 min.rating)
12. Spindle speed
13. Spindle transmission (auto)
14. Taper of spindle inner hole
15. Tool clamping force
16. Type of tool shank
17. Type of pull stud
18. Rapid Feedrate（X axis）
（Y axis）
（Z axis）
（W axis）
（B axis）
19. Cutting feedrate
20. Tool magazine capacity
21. Max. tool diameter/adjacent pocket empty
22. Max. tool length
23. Max. tool weight
24. Tool change time (tool to tool)
Positioning accuracy
25.
(JISB6338)（enconder –standard ）

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
degree
kg
kw(HP)
rpm
G.S

BL2024S
2,000
2,400
1,300
885
0
600
120
1,800 x 1,600
0.001
10,000
22/25(25/33.5)
10-2400
2
7/24
kg
1800
BT50
MAS403P50T-1(45°)
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
5,000
rpm
1.4
mm/min
1 - 5,000
set
40
mm
125/250
mm
400
kg
25
sec
13
±0.010/
mm
full stroke
P=0.016/
(VDI/DGQ 3441)（enconder –standard）
mm
full travel
Repeatability (JISB6338)（enconder –standard）mm
±0.003
(VDI/DGQ 3441) （enconder –standard）
mm
Ps=0.012
Coolant tank capacity
liter
400
2
Pump pressure of the coolant (Max.)
kgf/cm
2.7
l/min
Pump flow rate of the coolant (Max.)
60
Pump horsepower of the coolant tank
HP
0.7
Central lubricating unit capacity
liter
4.6
2
Pneumatic pressure requirement (Min.)
kg/cm
5~8(5)
Power requirement
Vac
220±10%
kVA
70
phase
3
Hz
50/60
Floor area occupied by the machine（X axis） mm(About）
6,690
（Z axis）
mm(About）
7,120
mm(About）
Machine height (Min.)
5,040
mm(About）
(Max.)
---------mm(About）
Machine weight
31,500
Rotary table Rotation torque
kgm
1000
Max. dimension of the workpiece
(Tool
length 350mm)
Length（X axis）mm
1,800
Width （Z axis）mm
1,600
Height（Y axis）mm
2,400

BL3024S
3,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BL4024S
4,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

=

P=0.020/
full travel
=
Ps=0.015
480
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
7,630
=
=
---------35,500
=

P=0.025/
full travel
=
Ps=0.018
560
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
8,920
=
=
---------39,500
=

=
=
=

=
=
=

Note: *means there is other option spec, = means it is the same as the spec on the left, ------ means this spec is not certain
yet.
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※BL-18FM series(FANUC CNC)
Item
Name
1.
X axis Travel
2.* Y axis Travel
3.* Z axis Travel
4.
Distance between spindle nose to table center
5.
Distance between spindle center to table surface
6.
W axis Travel
7.
RAM section
8.
Table size
9.
Indexable degree
10. Maximum table load caoacity
11. Spindle motor (cont./30 min.rating)
(FANUCαB180LL/8000i)
12. Spindle
speed
13. Spindle transmission
14. Taper of spindle inner hole
15. Tool clamping force
16. Type of tool shank
17. Type of pull stud
18. Rapid Feedrate（X axis）
（Y axis）
（Z axis）
（W axis）
（B axis）
19. Cutting feedrate
20. Tool magazine capacity
21. Max. tool diameter/adjacent pocket empty
22. Max. tool length
23. Max. tool weight
24. Tool change time (tool to tool)
Positioning accuracy
25.
(JISB6338)（enconder –standard ）
(VDI/DGQ 3441)（enconder –standard）
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Repeatability (JISB6338)（enconder –standard）
(VDI/DGQ 3441) （enconder –standard）
Coolant tank capacity
Pump pressure of the coolant (Max.)
Pump flow rate of the coolant (Max.)
Pump horsepower of the coolant tank
Central lubricating unit capacity
Pneumatic pressure requirement (Min.)
Power requirement

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
degree
kg
kw(HP)
rpm

BL2018FM
2,000
1,800
1,300
885
108
600
480x 470
1,800 x 1,600
0.001
10,000
22/25(25/33.5)
10 ~ 6000
BUILT-IN
7/24
kg
1800
BT50
MAS403P50T-1(45°)
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
5,000
rpm
1.4
mm/min
1 - 5,000
set
40
mm
125/250
mm
400
kg
25
sec
13
±0.010/
mm
full travel
P=0.016/
mm
full travel
mm
±0.003
mm
Ps=0.012
liter
400
2
kgf/cm
2.7
l/min
60
HP
0.7
liter
4.6
2
kg/cm
5~8(5)
Vac
220/380~415±10%
kVA
70
phase
3
Hz
50/60
mm(About
6,690
）
mm(About
7,120
）
mm(About
4,460
）
mm(About
---------）
kg
31,000
(About）
kgm
1000

BL3018FM
3,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BL4018FM
4,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

=

P=0.020/
full travel
=
Ps=0.015
480
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
7,630
=
=
---------35,000
=

P=0.025/
full travel
=
Ps=0.018
560
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
8,920
=
=
---------39,000
=

1,800
1,600
1,800

=
=
=

=
=
=

Floor area occupied by the machine（X axis）
（Z axis）
Machine height (Min.)
(Max.)
Machine weight
Rotary table rotation torque
Max. dimension of the workpiece
(Tool
length 350mm)
Length（X axis）mm
Width（Z axis）mm
Height（Y axis）mm

Note: *means there is other option spec, = means it is the same as the spec on the left, ------ means this spec is not certain
yet.
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※BL-FM 24series(FANUC CNC)
Item
Name
1.
X axis Travel
2.* Y axis Travel
3.* Z axis Travel
4.
Distance between spindle nose to table center
5.
Distance between spindle center to table surface
6.
W axis Travel
7.
RAM section
8.
Table size
9.
Indexable degree
10. Maximum table load caoacity
11. Spindle motor (cont./30 min.rating)
(FANUCαB180LL/8000i)
12. Spindle
speed
13. Spindle transmission
14. Taper of spindle inner hole
15. Tool clamping force
16. Type of tool shank
17. Type of pull stud
18. Rapid Feedrate（X axis）
（Y axis）
（Z axis）
（W axis）
（B axis）
19. Cutting feedrate
20. Tool magazine capacity
21. Max. tool diameter/adjacent pocket empty
22. Max. tool length
23. Max. tool weight
24. Tool change time (tool to tool)
Positioning accuracy
25.
(JISB6338)（enconder –standard ）
(VDI/DGQ 3441)（enconder –standard）
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Repeatability (JISB6338)（enconder –standard）
(VDI/DGQ 3441) （enconder –standard）
Coolant tank capacity
Pump pressure of the coolant (Max.)
Pump flow rate of the coolant (Max.)
Pump horsepower of the coolant tank
Central lubricating unit capacity
Pneumatic pressure requirement (Min.)
Power requirement

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
degree
kg
kw(HP)
rpm

BL2024FM
2,000
2,400
1,300
885
108
600
480x 470
1,800 x 1,600
0.001
10,000
22/25(25/33.5)
10 ~ 6000
BUILT-IN
7/24
kg
1800
BT50
MAS403P50T-1(45°)
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
12,000
mm/min
5,000
rpm
1.4
mm/min
1 - 5,000
set
40
mm
125/250
mm
400
kg
25
sec
13
±0.010/
mm
full travel
P=0.016/
mm
full travel
mm
±0.003
mm
Ps=0.012
liter
400
2
kgf/cm
2.7
l/min
60
HP
0.7
liter
4.6
2
kg/cm
5~8(5)
Vac
220/380~415±10%
kVA
70
phase
3
Hz
50/60
mm(About）
6,690
mm(About）
7,120
mm(About）
5,040
mm(About）
---------kg (About）
32,500
kgm
600

BL3024FM
3,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BL4024FM
4,000
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

=

P=0.020/
full travel
=
Ps=0.015
480
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
7,630
=
=
---------36,500
=

P=0.025/
full travel
=
Ps=0.018
560
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
8,920
=
=
---------40,500
=

1,800
1,600
2,400

=
=
=

=
=
=

Floor area occupied by the machine（X axis）
（Z axis）
Machine height (Min.)
(Max.)
Machine weight
Rotary table rotation torque
Max. dimension of the workpiece
(Tool
length 350mm)
Length（X axis）mm
Width（Z axis）mm
Height（Y axis）mm

Note: *means there is other option spec, = means it is the same as the spec on the left, ------ means this spec is not certain
yet.
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Accessory

Figure 2-8 Illustration of the Rotary table – weight and Distance Relational Tables
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2.4.2 Standard accessories
BL-S/FM standard accessories：
1. Spindle temperature control system
2. Dual counter- balance system
3. 40 Tool magazine(tool not include)
4. Heidenhain linear scale on X Y Z axes feed system
5. Centralized automatic lubrication system
6. Recycling lubricating oil collector
7.

Pneumaticunit system (Pneumatic source and external
pipeline are not included)

8. Coolant system (Including pump and coolant tank)
9. Coolant wash gun / Air gun
10. Moveable stand type operator panel
11. Caterpillar type swarf/chip conveyor and collector bucket
12. Foundation bolt kit
13. Adjustment tool kit
14. Stair
15. Rotary table (The Min. increment unit : 0.001 deg.)
16. Two sheet of splash guard

1.

Eletric cabinet and electric heat exchanger

2.

Swing type operation panel

3.

3 axes MPG

4.

Foot switch for tool clamping(at operation side)

5.

Work light

6.

Operation cycle finish and alarm light

7.

RS 232 interface

8.

Machine manuals
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3. Repair and maintenance
Keep the machine clean is a very important factor in the maintenance; dust, moisture, oil
and oil mist will result in accelerated corrosion of the electronic component. If periodical
maintenance time is alternately arranged with production schedule, please implement
the maintenance plan effectively and arrange maintenance schedule appropriately, most
importantly, please watch strictly the implementation of the maintenance schedule.
Maintenance work is helpful to the lengthening of the life time of the machine and the
control system. Maintenance record should be well kept, which will be helpful to the
forecast of the utilization lifetime of the component and the preparation plan of spare
parts for maintenance.

3.1 Periodcal maintenance
During the periodical maintenance, please press the emergency stop button and
turn off the main powersupply.Periodical maintenance work can be divided into: daily
maintenance, weekly maintenance, monthly maintenance, semi-annual
maintenance and annual maintenance; for all the maintenance work, please refer to
"Periodical maintenance work list for machine", and please also arrange
maintenance schedule and implement it; to ensure the implementation of all kinds of
maintenance jobs, please refer to "maintenance checklist" for registration and
archiving. For the setup values or reference values in maintenance items, please
refer to the related sections of this manual.
Boring machine center of Awea Mechantronic Co., Ltd.
Annual maintenance schedule table
Date of machine
delivery

Machine model
Maintenance type

Forecast
work hour

Forecast date Implementati
Actual work hour
on date

Maintenance for Jan.
Maintenance for Feb.
Maintenance for March
Maintenance for April
Maintenance for May
Semi-annual maintenance
Maintenance for July
Maintenance for August
Maintenance for Sep.
Maintenance for Oct.
Maintenance for Nov.
Annual maintenance
3-1

Responsible
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 Periodical maintenance work list for machine
Maintenance work
If the oil level in the spindle
head is insufficient, please
replenish it.
Please clean, add oil and
add rust-prevention agent
to the spindle inner hole.
Please remove the swarf/
chip on the machine.
Please remove the swarf/
chip on the machine table.
Remove the swarf/chip on
the X,Z axes cover.
Remove the swarf/chip on
the Y axis cover.
Add rust-prevention oil to
machine table.
Add rust-prevention oil to
X,Z axes cover.
Remove the swarf/chip
within Tool magazine.
Remove the swarf/chip
attached to the tool chain.
Add oil to the tool chain for
lubrication.
Check if the tool chain is
abnormal?
Remove the swarf/chip on
the tool magazine cover
Add oil to the tool pocket
for rust prevention.
Check if the tool pocket is
abnormal?
Remove the swarf/chip
attached to the tool arm.
Add oil to the tool arm for
lubrication and
rust-prevention.
Check if the tool arm is
abnormal?
Fastened the tool holder
and the pull-stud.
Remove the swarf/chip
attached to the tool holder.
Add oil to the tool holder
for rust-prevention.

daily
weekly
monthly
maintenance maintenance maintenance

six
month

annual
maintenance
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 Periodical maintenance work list for machine
Maintenance work
Remover the swarf/chip on
the W axis guideway
Add oil to the W axis
guideway for rust
prevention and lubrication.
Remove the swarf/chip on
X,Y,Z axes linear
guideway.
Add oil to X ,Y ,Z axes
linear guideway for rustprevention and lubrication.
Check if there is any
abnormity on the
guideway of X,Y,Z,W
axes?
Remove the swarf/chip on
the ballscrew of X,Y,Z,W
axes.
Add oil to the ballscrew
X,Y,Z,W axes for rustprevention and lubrication.
Check if there is any
abnormity on the ballscrew
of X,Y,Z,W axes?
Remove the swarf/chip on
the foundation screw.
Add oil to the foundation
screw for rust-prevention.
Check if the foundation
screw is abnormal?
Remove the swarf/chip
inside the towline.
Check if the pipe layout
inside the towline is
abnormal?
Check if the towline is
abnormal?
Remove the swarf/chip on
the column.
Release X, Y, Z axes to
recycle the lubricant.

daily
weekly
monthly
maintenance maintenance maintenance

six
month

annual
maintenance
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 Periodical maintenance work list for machine
Maintenance work

daily
weekly
monthly
six
annual
maintenance maintenance maintenance months maintenance

Operation panel
Check if the panel indicator
lamp is abnormal?
Check if any abnormity on
the switches of the panel?
Electrically cabinet
Clean the dust on the
electric heat exchanger
Clean the dust and foreign
matters in the electric
cabinet
Clean the dust on the
electric device
Adjust and fastened the
electric device
Coolant system
Check if the coolant is
sufficient or not, if not,
please replenish it.
Remove the swarf/chip in
the swarf/chip collector
bucket.
Clean the filter of the
coolant tank.
Clean the swarf/chip in the
coolant tank.
Clean the pump filter
Remove the swarf/chip
attached to Swarf/chip
conveyor.
Remove the swarf/chip
attached to the spiral
conveyor.
Change the coolant.
Spindle temperature
controller.
Check the temperature
control function.
Check if the coolant oil is
sufficient, if not, please
replenish it.
Clean the dust in the filter
of the electric fan.
Check the temperature
setting.
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 Periodical maintenance work list for machine
Maintenance work

daily
weekly
monthly
six
annual
maintenance maintenance maintenance months maintenance

Replace new coolant oil.

Replace a new filter can.
Pneumatic system
Check the air pressure.
Check if the lubricant is
sufficient, if no, please
replenish it.
Release the filtered water
of Air Preparation Unit.
Check the pressure setting
of Air Preparation Unit.
Adjust the oil output
quantity of the lubricant of
Air Preparation Unit.
Check if any abnormity on
the action of pneumatic
valves?
Check if any abnormity on
the action of pneumatic
cylinder?
hydraulic system
Check if the oil quantity is
sufficient, if no, please
replenish it.
Check the hydraulic
pressure
Check if any oil leak
around the hydraulic unit?
Check the hydraulic
pressure setting.
Clean the foreign matter
and oil stain around the
hydraulic unit.
Check if any oil leak in the
oil pipelines of this
machine?
Check if any abnormity in
the actions of the hydraulic
valves?
Check if any abnormity on
the actions of the hydraulic
cylinders?
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Refill new
coolant oil
after new
machine
install in
one
month.
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 Periodical maintenance work list for machine
Maintenance work
Replace new hydraulic
filter.
Replace new hydraulic oil.
Clean the filter inside the
hydraulic unit.

daily
weekly
monthly
six
annual
maintenance maintenance maintenance months maintenance
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Lubrication system
Check the appearance of
the lubrication machine.
Check if the lubricant is
sufficient, if no, please
replenish it?
Check if there is any
foreign matter or stain
inside the oil pipeline.
Check if the oil quantity
injected appropriate?
Check if the pressure
setup of the lubricant
machine is correct?
Check if the lubricant is
deteriorated or not?
Check if the distributor has
oil sent out?
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Maintenance checklist
□D:daily □W:weekly □M:monthly □H: half yearly □Y: yearly
Machine number:
Maintenance date:
maintenance person:
Inspector:
supervisor:
Item
01

02

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Maintenance job
If the oil level in the spindle head is
insufficient, please replenish it.
Please clean and add
rust-prevention oil to the spindle
inner hole.
Please remove the swarf/chip on
the machine table.
Remove the swarf/chip on the X
axis cover.
Remove the swarf/chip on the Y
axis cobee
Please remove the swarf/chip on
the machine.
Fastened the tool holder and the
pull-stud.
Remove the swarf/chip attached to
the tool holder.
Remover the swarf/chip on the Z
axis harden guideway.
Check if the panel indicator lamp is
abnormal?
Check if any abnormity on the
switches of the panel?
Check if the coolant is sufficient, if
not, please replenish it.
Remove the swarf/chip in the
swarf/chip collector bucket.
Check the temperature control
function.
Check if the coolant oil is sufficient,
if not, please replenish it.
Check the air pressure.
Check if the lubricant is sufficient, if
no, please replenish it.
Release the filtered water of Air
Preparation Unit.

Maintenance Inspection
type
confirmation
DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute
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Maintenance checklist
□D:daily □W:weekly □M:monthly □H: half yearly □Y: yearly
Machine number:
Maintenance date:
maintenance person:
Inspector:
supervisor:
Item
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38

Maintenance job
Check if the oil quantity is sufficient,
if no, please replenish it.
Check the hydraulic pressure
Check if any oil leak around the
hydraulic unit?
Check the appearance of the
lubrication machine.
Check if the lubricant is sufficient?
Check if there is any foreign matter
or stain inside the oil pipeline.
Check if the oil quantity injected
appropriate?
Add oil to machine table for
rust-prevention
Add oil to the protection cover of X
axis for rust prevention and
lubrication.
Remove the swarf/chip within tool
magazine.
Remove the swarf/chip on the tool
magazine cover.
Remove the swarf/chip attached to
the tool arm.
Add oil to the tool holder for
rust-prevention.
Add oil to the Z axis harden
guideway for rust prevention and
lubrication.
Release X, Y, Z axes to recycle the
lubricant.
Clean the dust on the electric heat
exchanger.
Clean the filter of the coolant tank.
Clean the dust in the filter of the
electric fan.
Check the temperature setting.
Check if the pressure setup of the
lubricant machine is correct?

Maintenance
type

Inspection
confirmation

DWMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

DWMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute

□ Re-execute

-WMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

-WMHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair
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Maintenance checklist
□D:daily □W:weekly □M:monthly □H: half yearly □Y: yearly
Machine number:
Maintenance date:
maintenance person:
Inspector:
supervisor:
Item
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Maintenance work
Replace new coolant oil.
Remove the swarf/chip attached to
the tool chain.
Add oil to the tool chain for
lubrication.
Add oil to the tool magazine cover for
rust prevention.
Add oil to the tool arm for rust
prevention and lubrication.
Check if any abnormity on the tool
arm?
Clean the swarf/chip on the liner
guideway of X and Y axes.
Add oil to the liner guideway of X and
Y axes for rust prevention and
lubrication.
Remove the swarf/chip on the
ballscrews of three axes.
Add oil to the screw of three axes for
rust prevention and lubrication.
Remove the swarf/chip on the
foundation screw.
Add oil to the foundation screw for
rust prevention.
Remove the swarf/chip inside the
towline.
Check if the pipe layout inside the
towline is abnormal?
Remove the swarf/chip on the
bridge.
Clean the dust and foreign matters
in the electric cabient
Clean the dust on the electric device
Adjust and fasten the electric device
Clean the swarf/chip in the coolant
tank.
Clean the pump filter
Remove the swarf/chip attached to
Swarf/chip conveyor.
Remove the swarf/chip attached to
the spiral conveyor.

Maintenance
type

Inspection
confirmation

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY
--MHY

□ Done
□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute
□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute
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Maintenance checklist
□D:daily □W:weekly □M:monthly □H: half yearly □Y: yearly
Machine number:
Maintenance date:
maintenance person:
Inspector:
supervisor:
Item
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Maintenance work
Release the filtered water of Air
Preparation Unit.
Check if any abnormity on the action
of pneumatic valves?
Check if any abnormity on the action
of pneumatic cylinder?
Check the hydraulic pressure
setting.
Clean the foreign matter and oil stain
around the hydraulic unit.
Check if any oil leak in the oil
pipelines of this machine?
Check if any abnormity in the actions
of the hydraulic valves?
Check if any abnormity on the
actions of the hydraulic cylinders?
Check if the lubricant is of
deteriorated quality?
Check if the distributor has oil sent
out?
Check if the tool chain is abnormal?
Check if the tool pocket is normal?
Check the embedded block on the Z
axis harden guideway.
Check if the guideway of the three
axes are normal?
Check it three axes ballscrew is
normal?

Maintenance
type

Inspection
confirmation

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

--MHY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

---HY
---HY

□ Normal
□ Normal

□ Unusual
□ Unusual

□ Repair
□ Repair

---HY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

---HY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

---HY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

76

Check if the foundation screw is
normal?

---HY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

77

Check if the towline is normal?

---HY

□ Normal

□ Unusual

□ Repair

78

Change the coolant.

---HY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

79

Replace a new filter can.

---HY

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute
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Maintenance checklist
□D:daily □W:weekly □M:monthly □H: half yearly □Y: yearly
Machine number:
Maintenance date:
maintenance person:
Inspector:
supervisor:
Item

Maintenance work

Maintenance
Inspection
type
confirmation
---HY
□ Done
□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

80

Change a new hydraulic filter can

81

Change new hydraulic oil.

----Y

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute

82

Clean the filter inside hydraulic unit.

----Y

□ Done

□ Not-execute □ Re-execute
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3.2 Lubrication and maintenance
The lubrication of the guideway of each axis and ballscrew is supplied by a set of
centralized lubrication oil supplier, and this centralized lubrication oil supplier is
located at the electric cabinet side of the column.
The oil storage capacity of centralized lubrication oil supplier is about 4.6 liters;
when the oil level is lowered to the lowest point of the scale of the oil level meter,
there is about 0.5 liter of oil left in the centralized lubrication oil supplier. At this
moment, oil needs to be added, otherwise, warning signal of "insufficient lubrication
oil" will appear on the screen of the controller, and the operation will be invalid
automatically.
Please use ISO 68 oil for the lubrication:
MOBIL VACTRA OIL NO.2, SHELL TONNA OIL T68, ESSO FEBISK68, Texaco Way
Lube 68 and Sunoco Way Lube 80 or equivalent oils of other brands; for the oil
injection inlet of the guideway oil, please refer to Figure 3-1.

Oil injection hole

Oil drain hole
Figure 3-1 Illustration of the rail lubrication device

•The machine must be turned off during the
loading or unloading of the oil.
• Please place the unloaded oil on the specified
recycling bucket for circulated use.
• For the processing of waste oil, please follow the
local environmental protection law.
Recycling of waste oil of rail lubrication oil:
1.

There is a waste oil collector at the lower side of the X ,Z axes motor of the bed
seat, and a guide tube is installed, then at the end of the tube, there is a cock
switch for the release of waste oil.

※Please check every week if the waste oil in the waste oil collector tank is full.
※Please release periodically for recycling.
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3.2.1 Maintenance and check of centralized lubrication system
1. The oil supply time period is set up correctly according to the real situation of
the operation.
For newly purchased equipment, the oil supply time period of centralized
lubrication system is usually set up, but since each machine has different
operation situation, even the same machine, different operation might be
implemented; moreover, each lubrication point of the machine will have
different required quantity on the lubrication oil depending on different
operation and loading, and the user has to make appropriate adjustment or
setup according to the real situation.
2. Good sealing characteristic of the system must be guaranteed so as to
prevent the entrance of dust and air.
(1)

Since the dust content in the air of the work site with engineering
machines is pretty high, dust can enter the system easily through tiny
gap or air circulation hole; and such situation becomes more serious
when the machine is opened for check or disassembled for repair and
maintenance. The entrance of dust will affect directly the lubrication
effect. Therefore, in order to prevent the entrance of dust, we have to
first guarantee good sealing of the system and the function of the
circulation device. Next, during the maintenance, repair and part
replacement or the adding of lubrication oil, cleaning must be done
very carefully to avoid the bring-in of dust and foreign matter.

(2)

Moreover, air can get into lubrication system easily; if air enters the
system, it will not only cause the deterioration of the lubrication oil and
generate noise, but also will cause air corrosion on the surface of
metallic component at the lubrication part. Therefore, in order to avoid
the entrance of air and under the guarantee of the possession of good
seal characteristic of the system, the entrance of air due to leak at the
distributors and connectors of the pipelines of the system should be
avoided.

3. Periodical check of safety valve and lubrication part
It is very necessary to do periodical check, during the system operation, to
see if there is overflow of lubrication oil at the safety valve or if there is fresh
lubrication oil seen on the lubrication points. If safety valve has overflow of
lubrication oil or if there is no fresh lubrication oil, it means that the system is
in malfunction, for example, the malfunction of electric lubrication pump, bad
pressure adjustment of safety valve, the plugging of distributor and pipeline,
etc.; at this moment, some lubrication parts can no longer receive effective
lubrication, and the machine should be stopped for inspection until the
trouble is released.
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4. In time change of deteriorated lubrication oil
When obvious color change on the lubrication oil is found, basically, it can
be said that the lubrication oil has changed its quality; that is, its viscosity,
rust-prevention
characteristic,
anti-oxidation
characteristic
and
bubble-destruction characteristic will get lowered, in other words, oil scum
and resin type undissolvable content will be generated. At this moment, the
lubrication oil should be changed immediately. The following two points
should be noticed during the change of the lubrication oil:
(1) After the removal of the deteriorated lubrication oil in the system,
washing oil that has viscosity smaller by one to two grades than the
viscosity used for normal operation should be used, it is better to use
washing oil that has better dissolving power and is added with additive
that can clean suspension and rust-prevention oil, to clean the residual
lubrication oil and precipitate in the system; than the specified new
lubrication oil should be added.
(2) When lubrication oil is added, it must be added to above the smallest
scale of the storage can, which is usually above 2/3 of its volume.
Otherwise, air will enter the system through the air circulation hole of the
lubrication pump.
5. When use the electric welding maintenance is performed, the electric wire
should be unplugged.
6. When it is used in extremely cold area, antifreeze agent should be added.
Centralized lubrication system usually adopts Lithium-based lubrication oil,
which has an applicable temperature range of: -20~120℃; therefore, when
the engineering machine works in extremely cold weather, that is, when the
environmental temperature is lower than -20℃, the flowability will become
worse (lubrication oil viscosity will get larger along with the lowering of the
temperature), and the frictional surface of lubrication part could easily form
semi-dry friction or even dry friction, which greatly increases the motion
resistance among lubrication parts so as to worsen the wearing; at this
moment, anti-freeze such as ethylene glycol should be added to the
lubrication oil. The adding amount should be based on the real freeze-point
of the local weather, that is, the general mixed anti-freeze lubrication oil
should have a freeze-point lower by 5~10 ℃ than the local lowest
temperature.
7. When the machine works (or stops) for 50 hours each day, the oil storage
box, pump and distributor of the lubrication system should be cleaned so as
to remove the internal contaminant and impurity; during the cleaning, natural
detergent should be selected so as to avoid the damage of the oil storage
tank or the sealing rings.
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8. When the machine is stopped for more than 20 days, the lubrication part and
oil pipeline should be cleaned, then each lubrication point should be done
with one time additional lubrication so as to let the inner pipeline and
lubrication point be fully filled with lubrication oil, and the oil storage tank
should be filled with clean and non-contaminant lubrication oil.
9. During the sealing, each connector and connection surface at pipeline end
and should be coated with lubrication oil and wrapped up with anti-moisture
paper so as to prevent the dissolving in of air and contaminant.
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3.3 Coolant system
During the cutting process, coolant system can cool the heat and have lubrication
function. Please add oil-based solvent, for example, Muramatsu S-30 oil, and add
sufficient coolant water at any time; to ensure the smooth operation of the machine,
please do not have too much swarf/chip accumulated, have them removed at any
time.
Method and steps for changing coolant solution:
1. Turn off the machine.
2. Clean the swarf/chip in the coolant tank.
3. Use pump to dry the coolant in the coolant tank.
4. Move the coolant tank out for cleaning.

If the coolant tank and Swarf/chip conveyor are to be cleaned, then move first the
Swarf/chip conveyor and coolant tank to the left and then get it released, from the
machine, to the external side; that is a filter in the coolant tank, during the daily
maintenance, please clean the foreign matter on the filter to make the filter work
smooth, which is as shown in Figure 3-2.

Operation box

Chip conveyor
Plate
filter

Pump

Figure 3-2 Illustration of the shift of coolant tank and Swarf/chip conveyor
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3.4 Gear lubrication and spindle temperature control system
Gear lubrication and spindle temperature control system is pipeline system and
cooling pump system for lubricating spindle gear and cooling spindle temperature;
first, the oil within spindle head is withdrawn to the cooling machine for cooling, then
it is sprayed into spindle head and gear box, please refer to Figure 3-3 and Figure
3-4.
Cooling Oil in

spindle rear
bearing

Gear&gear shaft bearing

Gear
Box

guideway&
ballscrew
nut

Cooling
cavity

Cooling
Machine

Cooling
cavity

Cooling oil out

Figure 3-3 Illustration of spindle cooling system (BL-S)

Cooling cavity

Cooling
Machine
T
a
n
k

Cooling cavity
Oil cooling socket

Figure 3-4 Illustration of spindle cooling system (BL-FM)
 If the oil is insufficient or if the abnormal signal of cooling machine appears, then
warning signal will be sent out within 30 seconds to represent insufficient oil to
remind the user for adding oil or to wait the abnormal signal to be released.
For the adding of oil, please turn off the machine first and then add the oil from the
oil inlet; note that the oil level should not exceed the upper limit of the oil window.
Please use oil of spec：ISO VG32
Mobil DTE 24
SHELL TELLUS OIL 32
ESSO NUTO 32
Chinese Petroleum Corporation R32
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3.4.1 Maintenance and check
 Cooling machine turns ON or OFF according to room temperature change.
When the oil temperature control button is set up at "0", the oil temperature
will be controlled to be the same as room temperature; when the button is
turned forward in clockwise direction for "+℃", the oil temperature will be
higher than the room temperature, but if it is set at "-℃", the oil temperature
will be lowered. Generally, the oil temperature is set up to be the same as
that of the machine temperature; if the oil temperature setup is lower than the
room temperature, the temperature of the oil tank will be lower than that of
the room temperature, then the moisture in the oil tank will be frosted into the
oil; therefore, it is better not to let the oil temperature be lower than the room
temperature.
 If ON-OFF switch is repeatedly operated to turn on and off the cooling
machine, the compressor will jump off due to overloading; please wait 2-3
minutes for operation right after machine stop.
 Maintenance and check:
Please use natural detergent or high quality soap to clean the stain on the
surface of the cooling machine; please do not use petroleum, acid solvent,
grinding powder, steel brush or hot water for the cleaning so as to keep the
integrity of the coated enamel.
Please check evaporator to see if it is plugged by dirt. Please use
compressed air or hair brush to clean the dust in the evaporator.
Rotate the filter to let the dirty surface face downwards and flap it gently, or
use water-containing detergent to spray the filter to clean the dust. After the
cleaning, please shake it to dry it, then re-install the filter. Please clean once
a week. This is as shown in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5 Illustration of the cleaning of the cooling machine
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Please do not disassemble the air filter while the oil cooling machine is
operating because during the disassembly, you might get in contact with high
temperature refrigerant or rotating vane of the electric fan; therefore, when
check and maintenance is performed on the cooling machine, for the concern
of safety, it is necessary to cut off the main power of the machine.
However, if malfunction occurs and repair is necessary, please watch the
following things:
(1)
During the maintenance, if welding needs to be used, the oil cooling
machine needs to be disassembled from the host machine, and the oil
within the cooling machine should be fully released.
(2)
It should be noted that the operation should be done on work site
without fire-catching concern or on site that has good air circulation and
there will be no breathing problem while the refrigerant is released.
When the machine is not in use for a long time, the main switch of the power
should be shut off, and the internal side of the host machine should be
protected so as to prevent the attachment of dust or moisture.
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3.4.2 Oil change method in the oil room of the spindle
Objective：Prepare correct timing and method for oil loading and unloading.
Tool needs to be prepared：Oil collector tank, 14mm hexagonal wrench, rag,
funnel and oil withdrawal tool.
＊Loading and unloading of oil should be done while
the machine is shut off.
＊Please put the unloaded oil on the designated
recycling tank to facilitate circulating use.
＊Waste oil should be handled according to local
environmental protection law.
Oil loading：
1. Make sure there is no swarf/chip foreign matter and residual oil within the oil
cooling room, then put back the fixing cover and lock it tight.
2. The oil unloading hole at the lower side of spindle should be locked tight by
hexagonal wrench of 1/2 set screw, then the oil inlet hole at the front side of
the spindle head is turned open,please refer to Figure 3-6.
3. Use pneumatic oil adder or oil withdrawal device to inject R32 oil through the
oil inlet into the tank until the lower one point of the red line at the upper side
of the scale of the cooling oil room is reached (Note that: oil should not
exceed the red line at the upper side).
4. Rotate tight the screw of the oil inlet and make sure there is no oil leak on
the peripheral of the oil injection inlet and fixing plate.
5. Wipe clean the leaked residual oil.
Oil unloading：
1. Connect the funnel to the guide tube and then connect it to the oil collector
tank, then use 14mm hexagonal wrench to rotate the set screw at the oil
unloading end open.
2. Use funnel to add the R32 oil in the cooling oil room into the oil collector tank
until the oil is fully unloaded.
3. After the unloading, please rotate tight the screw at the oil unloading hole
and then wipe clean the leaked residual oil.

Oil injection hole

Oil drain hole

Figure 3-6 Illustration positions of oil injection /drain of the cooling oil room of spindle
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3.5 Pneumatic system
The main functions of pneumatic system are: spindle blowing, the control of the
opening and closing of the Tool magazine door and the in and out action of the tool
magazine length measurement arm, etc.; for the pneumatic system drawing, please
refer to Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.
Air source

Air gun

clamp/unclamp
positioning

Air blast
for spindle
Air blast
coolant

Figure 3-7 Illustration of the pipeline of pneumatic system (BL-S)
Air source

Air gun

Air blast coolant
Air seal
Air blast for spindle

Figure 3-8 Illustration of the pipeline of pneumatic system (BL-FM)
※ if there is maintenance or trouble release need, the button on the valve can be
pressed to force the mechanism to function.
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3.5.1 Air Preparation Unit
The main function of Air Preparation Unit is to filter out water, adjust pressure
and add lubrication oil; therefore, during the daily maintenance, the filtered water
should be released and lubrication oil should be replenished. This is as shown in
Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9 Illustration of air preparation unit
Pressure switch setup：CUT IN ─ the standard setup value is 4 kg/cm2.
Forward rotation on the adjustment screw will
lower the setup value, and reverse rotation will
raise the setup value.
DIFF ─ the standard setup value is 0.5 Kg/cm2.
Forward rotation on the adjustment screw will
raise the setup value, and reverse rotation will
lower the setup value.

Pressure adjustment： Adjust pressure to make the pointer of the pressure gauge
stay at 6 kg/cm2.
Pull upwards the pressure regulator button; forward
rotation will raise the pressure and reverse rotation will
lower it. After the adjustment, please press down the
pressure regulator button; the supply pressure of the
compressed air is 5~7 kg/cm2.

Method for releasing filtered water：There is a screw underneath the filter cup,
please loosen it to release the water, then lock
it tight again.
Please unload the filter cup for cleaning every
three months, if it is damaged, please replace
it.
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The supplement and adjustment of lubrication oil：When the oil is insufficient,
please replenish it; forward rotation will lower the oil-air and reverse rotation will
increase it.
Lubrication oil spec ─ ISO 32
Mobil DTE 24
Nippon Oil Corporation FBK TUBIN 32
Shell Corena RS 32
ESS0 Teresstic T32
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3.6 Hydraulic system
Y axis twin counterbalance, gear shift, tool unclamp and tool arm rotation are driven
by hydraulic force.
＊The storage capacity of oil tank is 120 liters. The oil quantity within the oil tank can
be viewed from the oil meter; if the lower level is lower than the lower limit, the
machine must be turned off for adding oil; when the oil is added, please do not
exceed the upper limit.
＊Spec of the oil used：ISO VG32
Mobil DTE 24
SHELL TELLUS OIL 32
ESSO NUTO 32
Chinese Petroleum Corporation R32
When the hydraulic counterbalance pressure is lowered to down below 25 kg/cm2,
hydraulic pressure is too low and the signal appears for more than 30 seconds,
then alarm will be sent out.
※The possible factors for the occurrence of hydraulic pressure too low are as in the
followings：
(1) Oil quantity insufficient.
(2) Oil inlet is obstructive.
(3) Pump malfunction.
Please release the situation according to the actual situation.
※The procedures for machine stop and oil adding are as in the followings：
(1) Press the emergency stop button.
(2) Press the power switch to turn off the main powersupply.
(3) Rotate to open the oil inlet cover and add MOBIL DTE 24 (or SHELL
ELLUS OIL 32); add it to the appropriate oil level.
※The inlet filter of hydraulic oil should be cleaned every six month; the followings
are the steps：
(1) Press the emergency stop button.
(2) Press the power switch to turn off the main powersupply.
(3) Loosen the covered screw.
(4) Take out the filter from the bottom of pipeline for cleaning, then use
compressed air to blow inside, but make sure not to damage the pad of the
filter.
(5) Re-assemble.
※Hydraulic unit spec
(1) Power: 220 VAC/50〜60 HZ
(2) Filter form: CA151CD1
(3) Number: 0.01.2005.3.10 MICRONS
(MODINA FILTER S.P.A ITALY)
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3.6.1 Oil change method of the hydraulic unit
Purpose：To prepare correct timing and method for loading and unloading of oil.
Tool needs to be prepared：Oil collector tank, 14mm hexagonal wrench, rag,
funnel and oil withdrawal device.
＊Loading and unloading of oil should be done
when the machine is shut off.
＊Please put the unloaded oil on the designated
recycling tank to facilitate circulating use.
＊Waste oil should be handled according to local
environmental protection law.
 Oil loading：
1. Rotate to open the oil cover at the upper side of hydraulic box and close the
oil unloading valve at the lower side at the same time.
2. Inject hydraulic oil through the oil inlet into the tank until the black and bold
line at the upper side of the scale of the oil tank is reached
3. Rotate tight the oil cover and wipe clean the leaked residual oil at the
exterior of the oil tank.
 Oil unloading：
1. Install guide tube to the oil unloading valve end and put the guide tube to the
oil collector tank.
2. Rotate to open the oil cover on the oil inlet of the hydraulic box, then open
the oil unloading valve to start the oil unloading until the oil in the oil tank is
all unloaded.
3. Rotate tight the oil cover of the oil inlet of the hydraulic box and close the oil
unloading valve and then wipe clean the leaked residual oil.

Oil drain

Oil injection

Please do not open this cover plate
unless the oil tank emty

Figure 3-10 Illustration of the hydraulic box
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4. Machine installation
4.1 Preparation before the installation of the machine
Please prepare the following objects and tools before the machine installation:

4.1.1 Powersupply requirements
Total required power
Power wire
Main switch
220/380/400/415±10% VAC,
3ψ,50/ 60 Hz,
38 mm2
150 A
70KVA (about 75 HP)
※General conversion for power (KVA) and horsepower (HP) is as in the Following：
1HP=0.746KW
70KVA=70KVAx0.8/0.746KW/HP=75HP
※For the wire distribution material and engineering needed between power supply
and the electric cabinet of the host machine, please have them well prepared
before the installation of the machine.
※In addition to three power lines, please prepare an additional wire to be connected
to ground with spec the same as the power line, which has a skin of yellow green
color with grounding resistance as small as possible, that is, it should not be larger
than 3 ohms.

4.1.2 Air compressed
Compressed air of 5 〜8 Kg/cm2 (71〜100 psi) and the pipeline distribution
material and engineering needed between air source supply and the Air
Preparation Unit of host machine should be well prepared before the installation
of the machine.
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4.1.3 Oil used in the machine
Unit : liter

Oil spec/brand

ISO 68
*Mobil Vactra No.2
*SHELL TONNA T68
*ESSO FEBISK68
*Texaco Way Lube 68
*Sunoco Way Lube 80
ISO VG32
*Mobil DTE 24

Purpose
XYZ axes
lubricant

Quantity

Total

1

1

1
5

115

0.5

0.5

Air Preparation
Unit lubrication
Spindle
temperature
control oil

*SHELL TELLUS 32
*ESSO NUTO 32
**C.P.C .R32 hydraulic oil
XYZ axes
Grease
lubricant
*SKF LGLT2
*NIGI(consistency：2)

remark

Grease
Gun

4.1.4 Coolant

Cutting water
(liter)

Remark

200

Coolant can be made in appropriate proportion
through Muramatsu S-30 oil and clear water. For
coolant of other proportion, the users should
prepare themselves.For the coolant outlet
function of C.T.S.(Option), please prepare
cutting water of 1,200 liters.

4.1.5 Cleaning ware
Name
Kerosene or Diesel oil.
Non-volatile detergent.

Quantity
2 liters
1 liter

Cotton rag
Hair brush

5 pcs
1 set
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4.1.6 Materials preparation
Name
Quick-setting cement
Fine sand
Jack (20 tons)
Dial guage 0.002mm
Straight gauge:1200x200mm
Angle gauge:500x300x60mm

or 400x400x60mm
Level:0.02mm/m=4sec

Quantity
5 Kgs
30 Kgs
1 set
1 pcs
1 pcs

Remark
For the fixing of basic bolt
For the fixing of basic bolt

1 pcs

Including the seat
A grade
A grade, triangular or
square angle gauge.

2 pcs

Bubble type

4.1.7 Lifting equipment
Name
Fork lift (20 tons)

Quantity

1 set
1 set

Indoor crane (20 tons)

※The above equipment is for reference only, before the lifting, professional
lifting personnel need to evaluate the space requirement and the lifting
equipment of the factory.For the lifting equipment, please use appropriately
according to the actual situation; for the utilized height and space of the
machine, please refer to the Layout drawing of the machine.
※For the transport of object exceeding 25 kgs, please use the crane.
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4.2 Layout before machine installation
For the placement position of the machine, please make arrangement in advance,
after the installation site is decided, please build the foundation before the machine
is transported; for the foundation dimension and machine layout, please refer to the
foundation drawing of attachment 5.4.
The total weight of machine and its peripheral equipment is as in the following table.
The foundation at the installation site should be secure, otherwise, the leveling of the
machine will be not stable, which in turn will affect the accuracy of the machine.
Machine model

Total weight of the machine (About)

BL2018-S

30,000 kg / 66,000 lb.

BL2024-S

31,500 kg / 69,300 lb.

BL3018-S

34,000 kg / 74,800 lb.

BL3024-S

35,500 kg / 78,100 lb.

BL4018-S

38,000 kg / 83,600 lb.

BL4024-S

39,500 kg / 86,900 lb.

BL2018-FM

31,000 kg / 68,200 lb.

BL2024-FM

32,500 kg / 71,500 lb.

BL3018-FM

35,000 kg / 77,000 lb.

BL3024-FM

36,500 kg / 80,300 lb.

BL4018-FM

39,000 kg / 85,800 lb.

BL4024-FM

40,500 kg / 89,100 lb.

Note: The above weight is a rough estimation based on machine net weight.

※For the stratum stability and pressure-resistant strength of the installation site of
the machine, please find it yourself. If it is of instability or has low
pressure-resistant strength, please ask architect to improve, then follow the
foundation drawing provided by our company for the construction.
※After the foundation is filled with cement, please wait until its full solidification;
before the solidification of the cement, please do not place the machine, otherwise,
the subsequent machine installation job can not be completed.
※The leveling of foundation surface should be well done, that is, the height
difference between the front end and rear end should not be larger than 5mm,
otherwise, the leveling could not be well adjusted and the machine accuracy could
be affected.
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※The installation location of this machine should not receive direct sunshine
exposure and should not be exposed to the rain; the neighborhood should not
have high temperature equipment and accumulated water because temperature
change will stretch the machine and in turn affect the machine accuracy. We
suggest that isothermal temperature be used as environment for the machine.

4.3 Lifting description
The lifting method of BL machine model is as in the following：
1. Lifting method of X axial bed and carriage：
Machine model
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity（rope）
Rope strength (each rope)
Lifting height
Lifting method

BL20xx
9,000

BL30xx
BL40xx
10,000
12,000
4
14,000kg
The bottom is 300mm above the ground; adjustable
foundation screwbolt
As shown in Figure 4-1

1.Disassemble the fixing
screw of the cover.
2.Fasten the cover and the
guard
3.Move the machine
carriage to within the
stroke.
4.Fix the lifting tool on the
lifting point.

※All the lifting points of the
machine are all of red
color.

Figure 4-1 Illustration of the lifting of X axial bed
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2. Lifting method of column and spindle head：
Machine model
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity（rope）
Rope strength (each rope)
Lifting height
Lifting method

BLxx18-S
6,500

BLxx24-S
7,600

BLxx18-FM
BLxx24-FM
7,500
8,600
4
14,000kg
The bottom is 900mm above the ground
As shown in Figure 4-2

1.Disassemble the front cover.
2.Move the spindle head to
down the travel.
3.Fasten the cover fixer
4.Fix the lifting tool on the
lifting point.

※All the lifting points of the
machine are all of red color.

Figure 4-2 Illustration of the lifting of Y axial column
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3. Lifting method of Z axial bed and rotary table：
Machine model
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity（rope）
Rope strength
(each rope)
Lifting height
Lifting method

Z=1300mm
11,000

Z=1700mm
12,000
4
14,000kg

The bottom is 300mm above the ground; adjustable
foundation screwbolt
As shown in Figure 4-3

1.Disassemble the fixing screw
of the cover.
2.Fasten the cover and the
guard
3.Move the machine table to
within the stroke.
4.Fix the lifting tool on the
lifting point.

※All the lifting points of the
machine are all of red color.

Figure 4-3 Illustration of the lifting of Z axial bed
4. Lifting method of hydraulic stand：

Machine model
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity
（rope）
Rope strength
(each rope)
Lifting height
Lifting method

BL
800
4
400kg
The bottom is 100mm
above the ground
As shown in Figure 4-4

Figure 4-4 Illustration of the lifting of hydraulic stand
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5. Lifting method of chip conveyor：

Machine model BL20xx BL30xx BL40xx
Net weight（kg） 700
800
900
Rope quantity
4
（rope）
Rope strength
500kg
(each rope)
Lifting height
The bottom is 300mm
above the ground
Lifting method
As shown in Figure 4-5

Figure 4-5 Illustration of the lifting of chip conveyor
6. Lifting method of operation room

Machine model
BL
400
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity
2
（rope）
Rope strength
500kg
(each rope)
Lifting height
The bottom is 900mm above
the ground
Lifting method
As shown in Figure 4-6
Figure 4-6 Illustration of the lifting of operation room
7. Lifting method of electric cabinet：

Machine model
BL
500
Net weight（kg）
Rope quantity
4
（rope）
Rope strength
400kg
(each rope)
Lifting height
The bottom is 100mm above
the ground
Lifting method
As shown in Figure 4-7

Figure 4-7 Illustration of the lifting of electric cabinet
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4.4 Installation steps
Please follow the following steps for the installation of the machine (takes BL2018 as
an example)：
1. X axial bed positioning
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

X axial bed is lifted about 300 mm above the designated base location of
the foundation drawing, as show in Figure 4-8.
Put all the foundation screw, basic bolt, pad and nut.
Foundation screw 3、8、12 and 17 are adjusted about 5 mm, as shown in
Figure 4-9.
Put the host machine down for positioning.
Rough adjustment for the leveling.。
The pad and crutched plate should be welded together, as shown in Figure
4-10.
Adjust the leveling of the X axial bed.
Unload the fixing rack and lifting tool.

2. Z axial bed positioning

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Z axial bed is lifted about 250 mm above the designated base location of
the foundation drawing.
Put all the foundation screw, basic bolt, pad and nut.
Foundation screw 20、23、27 and 30 are adjusted about 5 mm.
The rapid positioning connect block between X and Z axial bed.
Rough adjustment for the leveling.
The adjustment tool and crutched plate should be welded together,as
shown in Figure 4-11.
Adjust the leveling of the Z axial bed.
Unload the fixing rack and lifting tool.

X-axis

(1)

Rotary table (Z-axis)

Figure 4-8 Illustration of the position of the foundation screw
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Figure 4-9 Illustration of the foundation screw

Figure 4-10 Illustration of the pad and crutched plate for weld

Figure 4-11 Illustration of the adjustment tool for Z axial bed
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3. Clean the rust-prevention paste
During the transport process, parts that are coated with rust-prevention oil
(paste) to prevent rust are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

X axis liner guideway and ballscrew.
Y axis liner guideway and ballscrew.
Z axis liner guideway and ballscrew.
W axis liner guideway and ballscrew.（BL-FM series）

※For the above parts, after the removal of rust-prevention oil (paste), please
coat lubrication oil
※After the removal of rust-prevention paste on spindle, machine table and
protection cover, please coat thin rust-prevention oil.
4. Add oil and coolant
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Check the Centralized automatic lubrication system (Please refer to
section 3.2 lubrication maintenance description).
Please add coolant tank (Please refer to section 3.3 Coolant system
maintenance description).
Please check the lubrication oil of the gear (Please refer to section 3.4
Gear lubrication maintenance description).
Please check Air Preparation Unit (Please refer to section 3.5 Pneumatic
system maintenance description).
Please check the hydraulic oil of the hydraulic unit(Please refer to section
3.6 Hydraulic system maintenance description).

5. Connection to compressed air: Please refer to section 4.1.2 for compressed air
description. Please use 3/8" fast connector to be connected to Air Preparation
Unit.
6. Electric connection
Note: This machine must be grounded. The grounding resistance should be as
small as possible, that is, it should not be larger than 3 ohms.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Please refer to section 4.1.1 powersupply requirement description.
Before construction, please turn off the main power switch at the power
supply side and the host machine to avoid electric shock.
Please ask the management department to arrange someone with
electrician license for the construction.
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7.

Inspection before machine start
※ Before the start of the machine, please check if
there is any damage on the electrical wire or
cable on the machine so as to avoid the electric
shock. Please make sure the damage on the
electrical wire and cable has been checked,
otherwise, if electrical current leak occurs due
to the negligence of the check, it might lead to
serious injury or death due to electric shock.

Inspection sites

Inspection items

Inspection
method

1. Has the water in the filter cup fully
Visual Inspection
released?
‧Air Preparation Unit
2. Check if there is sufficient oil in the
oil cup?
3. Check if the compressed air of
sufficient pressure?
1.Check if there is sufficient oil in the
Visual Inspection
‧Spindle temperature
spindle head?
Manual inspection
control machine
2. Check if the oil pipe connector
fastened tight?
1.Check if the swarf/chip removed.
Visual Inspection
2.Check if there is sufficient water in
‧coolant tank
the coolant tank?
‧Swarf/chip conveyor
3.Check if the coolant pipe connector
Manual inspection
fastened tight?
Manual inspection
4.Check if the cable connector fastened
tight?
1.Check if the swarf/chip fully
Visual Inspection
‧Left and right coolant
removed?
tank
2.Check if other objects placed?
1.Check if there is any swarf/chip
Visual Inspection
‧cover
accumulated?
2.Check if there is any appropriate oil
film for lubrication?
‧The upper side of the
1.Check if the accumulated swarf/chip
Visual Inspection
tool magazine door
removed?
1.Check if the accumulated swarf/chip Visual Inspection
‧machine table
removed?
‧Spindle
1.Check if the spindle inner hole cleaned? Visual Inspection
1.Check if the control device or connector Manual inspection
‧Electric cabinet
well fixed?
‧Operation panel
2. Check if the door well closed?
‧Grounding wires on all Check if the grounding terminal
Manual inspection
parts
fastened tight?
Manual inspection
‧ The machine wire
1.Check if the terminal screw and
connection box for Tool
connector fastened tight?
magazine, machine
2.Check if the cover of wire connection
bed, bridge, spindle
box fastened tight?
head,etc.
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8.

Inspection after machine start
Inspection site

Inspection items

Inspection method Remark

‧Motor

1.No noise or over-heat.

‧Pneumatic unit

1.Sufficient pressure (5-8kg/cm )
2.No air leak in the pipeline

Visual Inspection

‧Spindle temperature
control machine

1.Check if the temperature setting
correct?

Visual Inspection

‧CRT screen

1.No alarm signal display.

Visual Inspection

‧Operation panel

1.No lighting abnormal indicator lamp.

Visual Inspection

‧ Swarf/chip conveyor

1.Correct forward motion.
2.Correct reverse motion.

Visual Inspection

‧Coolant tank pump

1.Normal operation of pump.
2.No coolant leak in the coolant
pipeline.

Visual Inspection

Visual inspection
and hearing
2

9. Manual operation inspection
Check if the following actions are normal?
If there is any abnormity found, please contact maintenance personnel for
assistance.
Item

Inspection items

Inspection result

1.

The feed of each axis. Forward direction? Reverse direction?

□Normal

□Abnormal

2.

The over-travel protection of each axis. Forward direction?
Negative direction?

□Normal

□Abnormal

3.

The returning to reference point of each axis?

□Normal

□Abnormal

4.

The rotation direction of spindle? Positioning? Stop?
Tool unclamp?

□Normal

□Abnormal

5.

Rotation of Tool chain forward direction? Reverse direction?

□Normal

□Abnormal

 The following steps should be implemented by our company or the service
personnel of the distributor.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adjustment of the leveling of the machine. Dynamic leveling.
Geometrical accuracy check.
Tool magazine change point check.
Functional check.
Machine warm up.
Machine delivery acceptance inspection.
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4.5 Adjustment method of the foundation screw
1. Adjustment tool：Open wrench
2. Measurement tool：Level
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Lift the base with lifting tool and place it on the wooden bar cushion. The
wooden bar should not be in the hole of the leveling adjustment bolt.
Remove the tape, paints, scum and burrs on the joint surface of guideway
and the joint surface of bearing seat of ballscrew end.
Fasten the fixing ring and add lubricant to the ballscrew thread.
Fasten the leveling adjustment bolt into the screw hole at the machine bed
and note that the depth should not exceed the bottom surface of the
machine bed.
Rotate the front and rear third leveling adjustment bolt at both sides of the
base seat to exceed the bottom surface of the base seat by about 1.5mm
so as to be connected to the foundation screw.
Use lifting tool to lift up the machine bed, then withdraw the wooden bar
cushion, then put the ground foundation screwon the appropriate position
of the planar adjustment bolt that exceeds the bottom surface; put down
the machine bed carefully so that the leveling adjustment bolt will be
associated with the foundation screw.
Rotate the other leveling adjustment bolts to be associated with the
foundation screw.

3. Adjustment method：
(1)

(2)

(3)

Put the level on the association surface of linear guideway (vertical
direction) and the association surface of bearing seat of ballscrew end
(horizontal direction).
Use the association surface of column as the center, then use leveling
adjustment bolt to adjust in sequence to absolute leveling; three will be as
one unit for each adjustment.
For the error, please refer to the requirement in the total assembly and test
record table (Try as much as possible to adjust to a result better than the
requirement in the test table).

4. Precautions：
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Level adjustment bolt can be in direct contact with the ground.
Before the adjustment, the level should be calibrated.
Site for the placement of level should be flat and clean so as not to affect
the accuracy.
Be very careful when the machine bed is placed. Before the use of lifting
tool, please make sure it is not damaged.
When the machine bed is placed to be connected to the foundation screw,
please have some people guide it to avoid the damage of the association
surface due to collision.
Please place it slowly.
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4.6 Tool box and work list
4.6.1 BL-S/BL-FM series
Object no.

Name

Spec

Quantity

101116-120

Hexagonal screw

M16x120L galvanized(external)

4

103016

Hexagonal nut

M16xP2.0

4

9460001
9604104

Swarf/chip collector bucket
Paint

RAL7021

1

9604105

Paint

RAL7035

1

9606023

Safety screw

1/2"x4 inch

4

9610020

Watercolor pen

NO.4

3

9610091
H01014

Tool box
Hex Wrench

14mm

1

H01100

Hex Wrench

Ball set, 9 pcs set

1

H02000

Open end wrench

Metric Unit, 8-23-6 pcs set

1

H03041

Single wrench

41

1

H18704

Slotted screwdriver

107x4"

1

H19704

Cross screwdriver

107x4"

1

H74002

PVC oil kettle

9612082

Compressed air tube

BLB1279-0

Adjustment tool

H25023

Oil withdrawal machine

5G

1

H68201

Air gun

W-88-13，#5S

1

1

1

 10x  6.5x6m

1
1
4
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5. Accessory
5.1 Dimension of the machine table
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5.2 Dimensional drawing of the holder and Pull Studs
5.2.1 Illustration of BT50 Pull Studs and holder
Illustration of BT50 Pull Studs and holder
Spec of the Pull Studs
Spec

Holder spec (The spec for standard type and C.T.S type is the same)
101.8

35.4

35

M24xP3
Taper:7/24
3
23.2
(15)

5-2

25.7

60°

ψ69.85

2.

Standard type
C.T.S type
MAS403-TYPE-I（45°） MAS403-TYPE-I（45°）

ψ85
ψ100

1.
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5.2.2 Illustration of CAT50 Pull Studs and holder
Illustration of CAT50 Pull Studs and holder
Spec of the Pull Studs
Spec

Holder spec (The spec for standard type and C.T.S type is the same)

101.60

15.9

37.7

ψ91.3

M24xP3
Taper:7/24
3.2
11.1
(8)

5-3

25.7

60°

ψ69.85

2.

Standard type
C.T.S type
MAS403-TYPEII-60° MAS403-TYPEII-60°

ψ98.4

1.
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5.2.3 Illustration of DIN50 Pull Studs and holder
Illustration of DIN50 Pull Studs and holder
1.

Spec of the Pull Studs
Spec

2.

Standard type
DIN 69872A #50

C.T.S type
DIN 69872A #50

Holder spec (The spec for standard type and C.T.S type is the same)
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5.3 Spindle torque characteristic
5.3.1 BL-S series
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5.3.2 BL-FM series
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5.4 Foundation drawing
5.4.1 for BL2018S（Z=1300），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.2 for BL2018S（Z=1300），Full splash guard
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5.4.3 for BL2018S（Z=1700），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.4 for BL3018S（Z=1300），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.5 for BL3018S（Z=1300），Full splash guard
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5.4.6 for BL3018S（Z=1700），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.7 for BL3018S（Z=1700），Full splash guard
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5.4.8 for BL4024S（Z=1700），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.9 for BL2018FM(Z=1300)，Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.10 for BL2018FM（Z=1300），Full splash guard
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5.4.11 for BL3018FM（Z=1300），Two sheet of splash guard
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5.4.12 for BL3018FM（Z=1300），Full splash guard
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5.5 Layout of the machine
5.5.1 BL-S series
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5.5.2 BL-FM series
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5.6 Travel limit drawing
5.6.1 X axis travel limit drawing of BL-S series
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5.6.2 Y/Z/W axes travel limit drawing of BL-S series
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5.6.3 X axis travel limit drawing of BL-FM series
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5.6.4 Y/Z/W axes travel limit drawing of BL-FM series
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5.7 Travel limit switch location drawing
5.7.1 X axis travel limit switch
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5.7.2 Y axis travel limit switch
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5.7.3 Z axis travel limit switch
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5.7.4 W axis travel limit switch（BL-S series）
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5.7.5 W axis travel limit switch（BL-FM series）
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5.7.6 B axis travel limit switch
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5.8 Loop chart of the lubrication system
5.8.1 BL-S series
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5.8.2 BL-FM series
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5.9 Pneumatic system diagram

Air
source

Air blast for spindle
Air blast coolant

Clamp/unclamp
Positioning
Air gun
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5.10 Hydraulic system diagram
5.10.1 BL-S series

Solenoid
valve
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5.10.2 BL-FM series

Solenoid
valve
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5.11 Pasting location of the safety label
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